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What would you do with
¯ An extra $200each month? Pay a bill?
¯ An extra $500 each month? Pay cash (instead of credit!) for things you have been wanting?
¯ $ 1,000??? Now you can dream a little here
This kind of extra ˆfun money˜ is definitely within your reach!

You can make these amounts each and every month right where you are sitting now, in your own h
You have no doubt filled out...
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Article Body:
What would you do with
¯ An extra $200each month? Pay a bill?
¯ An extra $500 each month? Pay cash (instead of credit!) for things you have been wanting?
¯ $ 1,000??? Now you can dream a little here
This kind of extra ˆfun money˜ is definitely within your reach!

You can make these amounts each and every month right where you are sitting now, in your own h
You have no doubt filled out some sort of survey before. Did you get paid for it though? Take

So think about it, filling out paid online surveys at home, on your own computer. You do the s
The paid survey company we work with are currently paying between:
¯ $10 and $95 per online survey! (Up to $95 /hr. !)
¯ $25 to $75 per hour to shop, eat, or see a movie !
¯ $10 to $35 per hour just to drive your car!
The obvious question is .Why would some company pay me to do these things????

- It costs companies a small fortune to develop, launch, and advertise new products! If they h
- Gathering YOUR valued opinions and paying you, even at the rates above, are just what these
Is there a catch?

NO! These are legitimate businesses that need to know what you honestly think about their prod

There is no free lunch! You will have to work, but how hard is completely up to you. Most surv
A few tips as you continue on.

¯ You could get your name enlisted in as many companies as possible. This will take some resea

¯ Or you can make your life easier and look to an organization that has a database of 250 to 4

¯ Registration in an organization like this will carry a minimal cost of $25 to $35, but you b

¯ We recommend you register, then choose the companies whose surveys appeal to you, and regist

¯ No further payment is required at this point, and in a flash you will be receiving surveys i
Avoiding scams..

¯ Unfortunately, there are paid survey companies that are unreliable, have no customer support

¯ Learn to recognize these paid survey scam sites. These are full of outdated directories, lam
¯ One sure sign of a rip-off is the lack of any guarantee whatsoever.

After extensive research, there is one paid survey company that we found, and highly recommend
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